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We present a micromagnetic study of the current-induced domain wall motion in perpendicularly

magnetized Pt/Co/AlOx racetracks. We show that the domain wall velocity depends critically on

the tilt angle of the wall relative to the current direction, which is determined by the combined

action of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, damping-like, and field-like spin-orbit torques.

The asymmetry of the domain wall velocity can be controlled by applying a bias-field perpendicu-

lar to the current direction and by the current amplitude. As the faster domain walls are expelled

rapidly from the racetrack boundaries, we argue that the domain wall velocity and tilt measured

experimentally depend on the timescale of the observations. Our findings reconcile the discrepancy

between time-resolved and quasi-static domain wall measurements in which domain walls with

opposite tilts were observed and are relevant to tune the velocity of domain walls in racetrack struc-

tures. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5063456

The propagation of domain walls (DWs) plays a funda-

mental role in determining the efficiency and speed of

current-induced switching of magnetic devices.1–10 In the

context of spin-orbit torques (SOTs),11 DW propagation has

been extensively studied by analytical12–15 and micromag-

netic models,16–19 magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE),4–9

nitrogen-vacancy magnetometry,20 and x-ray imaging.10,21

An important conclusion drawn from this extended body of

work is that the DWs in perpendicular magnetized layers,

such as Pt/Co/AlOx and Ta/CoFeB/MgO, are chiral N�eel

walls stabilized by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction

(DMI). The N�eel wall magnetization points in-plane, perpen-

dicular to the DW, and hence parallel to the current direc-

tion, which maximizes the amplitude of the current-induced

damping-like SOT and promotes very large DW displace-

ment velocities vDW, of the order of 100 m s�1 for a current

density j¼ 108 A cm�2. This large vDW allows for high speed

DW displacements in racetrack structures4,8,9 and for sub-ns

reversal of ferromagnetic dots.10,22

Two prominent effects of the DMI in perpendicularly

magnetized layers are the tilting of the DW10,16,23–27 and the

asymmetric vDW relative to the current direction.9,26,28 These

two effects are related by the DW dynamics under the com-

bined action of DMI and damping-like SOT.16,25–27 Tilted

DWs were first observed in Pt/Co/Ni/Co layers by imaging

the magnetic domains after a sequence of current pulses

using MOKE microscopy23 and later reproduced by ana-

lytical and micromagnetic models.16,25,27 Figure 1(a) illus-

trates the DW configurations reported in Ref. 23 for the four

combinations of current (black arrows) and up/down and

down/up domains propagating in a racetrack. The tilt angle

is indicated by w, and the propagation direction of the DW is

given by the green arrows. These DW tilt symmetries are

typical of perpendicularly magnetized films with a Pt

underlayer. Recent time-resolved x-ray microscopy measure-

ments on Pt/Co/AlOx dots, however, reported DWs rotated

by about 90� for the same current polarity and domain orien-

tation,10 as shown in Fig. 1(b). We suppose that these con-

trasting observations may arise from the static vs. time-

resolved nature of the experiments since in the first case, the

DWs are imaged after the injection of several current pulses,

whereas in the second case, the DWs are imaged during cur-

rent injection following a nucleation event. Furthermore, the

field-like component of the SOT may also induce a tilt of the

DW, similar to the effect of an in-plane field orthogonal to

the current.16,25,29,30 The aim of this work is to reconcile

these controversial observations by elucidating the time-

resolved dynamics of tilted DWs in racetrack structures and

investigate the influence of DW tilt and field-like torque on

the velocity of the walls.

We present a study of the current-driven dynamics of

chiral DWs in heavy metal/ferromagnetic racetracks performed

using micromagnetic simulations. As a model system, we

choose Pt/Co/AlOx stripes divided into 4 nm � 4 nm � 1 nm

rectangular cells with the following material parameters: Co

thickness, 1 nm; saturation magnetization, Ms ¼ 900 kA m�1;

exchange coupling, Aex ¼ 10�11 J m�1; effective uniaxial

FIG. 1. Schematics of the current-induced tilted DWs for the four combina-

tions of current and domain orientation measured by (a) static MOKE

microscopy23 and (b) time-resolved x-ray microscopy10 in perpendicularly

magnetized Pt/Co bilayers. The black and green arrows indicate the current

and the propagation direction of the DWs, respectively. The tilt angle w
between the positive x-axis and the normal to the DW n is shown in (a).
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anisotropy energy, Ku ¼ 657 kJ m�3; DMI constant, D¼ 1.2

mJ m�2; and damping a ¼ 0.5. The magnitudes of the

damping-like and field-like SOTs are given in field units per

unitary magnetization as TDL ¼ 18 mT and TFL ¼ 10 mT per

j¼ 1� 108 A cm�2, respectively. For simplicity, we neglect

the effects of pinning and temperature,16,26 which are not

central to the results presented in this work. The simulations

were carried out using the object oriented micromagnetic

framework (OOMMF) code31 including the DMI extension

module32 and an additional SOT module. We note that the

outcome of the simulations does not change if we decrease

the cell size to, e.g., 1 nm � 1 nm � 1 nm.

Figure 2(a) shows the equilibrium configuration of an

up/down DW in Pt/Co/AlOx, which is a left-handed N�eel

wall stabilized by the DMI. In order to illustrate the different

mechanisms that lead to the tilting of the DW, we report in

Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) the response of such a DW to a transverse

magnetic field By and damping-like torque TDL, respectively.

In Fig. 2(b), By rotates the DW moments away from the lon-

gitudinal direction towards þy, which causes a negative tilt

of the DW in order to maintain the energetically favoured

N�eel configuration. The equilibrium tilt is determined by the

balance between the external field, DMI, and DW energy,

which increases with the DW length and hence with the tilt

angle.16,25,29 The effect of T
DL due to a positive electric cur-

rent (electrons flowing to the left) is shown in Fig. 2(c). In

order to understand the tilt of the DW in this case, we have to

consider the action of the current-induced SOTs on the DW

magnetization. The damping- and field-like torques have sym-

metry TDL ¼ TDLm� ðy�mÞ and TFL ¼ TFLm� y, respec-

tively.33 The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation is then

given by

dm

dt
¼ � jcj
ð1þ a2Þ

X

i

Ti �
jcja
ð1þ a2Þm�

X

i

Ti; (1)

with
X

i

Ti ¼ m� Beff þ TDL þ TFL; (2)

where m ¼M=Ms is the unit magnetization vector, c the

electronic gyromagnetic ratio, l0 the free space permeability,

and Beff ¼ Bext þ BK � 1
Ms

dEDMI

dm
� 1

Ms

dEex

dm
the effective mag-

netic field. Here, Bext is the external magnetic field, BK ¼
2Ku=Ms the effective out-of-plane anisotropy field (including

the demagnetizing field), and the last two terms are the

effective DMI and exchange magnetic fields. We consider

first only the effect of the damping-like torque. In this case,

the LLG equation can be written in simplified form as

dm=dt / �TDL � am� TDL. Hence, the DW magnetization

is deviated towards �y and þz by the damping-like torque,

as shown schematically in Fig. 2(c). This dynamic process

leads to the observed propagation (due to the z-component of

dm=dt) and tilting of the DW (due to the y-component of

dm=dt). A quantitative description of this process is given in

terms of a one-dimensional model of DW propagation in

Refs. 16, 25, and 27. The effect of the field-like torque can

finally be understood in analogy with that of the magnetic

field By so that the DW tilt angle at steady state depends on

the ratio TFL=TDL, as shown in Fig. 2(d).

In order to investigate the relationship between the DW

tilt angle w and vDW, we simulate the dynamics of a DW

consisting of one straight and two tilted sections in a square

sample under the action of TDL alone (Fig. 3). The mag-

netization on the left (right) side of the structure points along

þz (�z). We first relax the DW magnetization, which leads

to the emergence of left-handed N�eel walls. Due to the initial

conditions, the three DWs have a tilt w ¼ �45�, 0�, and 45�,
shown in (a). Successive snapshots of the magnetic con-

figuration during current injection reveal that the different

DW sections propagate with distinct velocities, as shown in

Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). This behaviour can be easily understood

in terms of Eq. (1) as TDL rotates the DW magnetization

against the effective DMI field towards �y. As a result, for

sufficiently large current, mx is the largest (smallest)

for w ¼ �45� ð45�Þ. Since vDW / ðdm=dtÞz / TDL and

TDL / mx, vDW is the largest (smallest) for w ¼ �45� ð45�Þ.
Therefore, the different mx components result in a pro-

nounced asymmetry of the current-induced DW motion, as

shown in (c). Alternatively, the difference in vDW can be

understood by an energy argument. Due to the presence of

DMI, the energy is minimized if the DWs are of N�eel type.

During current injection, the DWs tilted at w ¼ 0� and �45�

deform and acquire a mixed N�eel-Bloch character. These

DWs propagate faster in order to reduce the total energy

of the system by increasing the length of the energetically

favoured N�eel walls. The fastest direction of DW propaga-

tion measured by time-resolved scanning transmission x-ray

microscopy10 and the largest displacements reported in

“oblique” Pt/Co/AlOx racetracks oriented at different angles

with respect to the current9 are consistent with this picture.

A relevant consequence of the asymmetric DW velocity

is that, in an elongated stripe, the faster DWs ðw ¼ 0�;�45�Þ

FIG. 2. (a) Up/down DW in a Pt/Co/AlOx stripe at equilibrium. (b) Static

DW tilt induced by a magnetic field By ¼ 20 mT. (c) Dynamic DW tilt due

to TDL during the injection of an electric current j¼ 2 �108 A cm�2. The

schematics in (a)–(c) illustrate dm=dt according to Eq. (1) due to TDL and

the resulting DW tilt. (d) Dependence of the dynamic DW tilt on the ampli-

tude of TFL relative to TDL ¼ 18 mT per 108 A cm�2 for the same current

density as in (c).
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are rapidly expelled from the sample, and the final DW

observed in steady state conditions is the slowest one with

w ¼ 45� [Fig. 3(d)]. This behavior has a compelling analogy

with crystal growth, in which the crystal facets with the slow-

est growth rate determine the final crystal shape.34 Similar

arguments based on classical interface thermodynamics

explain the faceting observed during the growth of chiral mag-

netic bubbles subject to an applied field.35 We thus conclude

that the discrepancy between the DW configurations reported

for quasi-static [Fig. 1(a)] and time-resolved measurements10,23

[Fig. 1(b)] is due to the different time-scales probed in these

experiments, which correspond to the slower and faster DW in

a racetrack, respectively. In time-resolved switching experi-

ments, the initial conditions, namely, the shape of the DW

after nucleation, also play a role in determining the tilt and

velocity of the DW. The final tilt angle is reached on a time

scale of several ns, which increases with the stripe width.25

The propagation velocity perpendicular to each DW

front, vn
DWðw ¼ 45�Þ, vn

DWðw ¼ 0�Þ, and vn
DWðw ¼ �45�Þ,

can be calculated by measuring the distance travelled by the

DW as a function of time. Figure 4(a) shows that vn
DW in-

creases almost linearly with j for all three DW components,

however, with distinct slopes. Depending on w, vn
DW for the

fastest and slowest DW can differ by more than a factor two.

Furthermore, the asymmetry of vn
DW, which we define as the

ratio vn
DWðw ¼ �45�Þ=vn

DWðw ¼ 45�Þ, increases proportion-

ally to j up to 3.5� 108 A cm�2, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Finally, we study the effect of the field-like torque on

vn
DW. For a positive current, TFL in Pt/Co/AlOx is equivalent

to a magnetic field By opposite to the Oersted field.

Therefore, TFL counteracts the rotation towards �y induced

by the damping-like torque. More importantly, TFL > 0 ð< 0Þ
leads to an additional ðdm=dtÞz contribution which increases

(decreases) vn
DW. The amount of increase or decrease in vn

DW

due to the field-like torque depends on w and hence on the

damping-like torque and DMI. We find that the ratio

vn
DWðTFL > 0Þ=vn

DWðTFL < 0Þ increases linearly as a function

of j for w 6¼ �45�. Although the increase is only about 10%

at the highest j, this effect should not be neglected in devices

with a significant field-like torque. These results are consis-

tent with experiments in which an in-plane field By was

applied to reinforce the field-like torque, thus assisting the

magnetization reversal10 and increasing the current-induced

DW velocity.5

FIG. 3. (a) Initial magnetic configura-

tion of a Pt/Co/AlOx square with one

straight and two oppositely tilted DWs.

The side of the square is 1.5 lm. The

magnetization components mx, my, and

mz are shown in color in different pan-

els. The scheme on the right shows the

in-plane magnetization and relative

displacement of the DW. (b) and (c)

Snapshot of the magnetic configuration

during injection of a positive current of

amplitude j¼ 1.0� 108 A cm�2 and

4.5 �108 A cm�2, respectively, taken

after 0.9 ns. The dotted lines show the

initial DW position. (d) Snapshots of

the DW propagation during injection

of a positive current j¼ 4.5� 108 A

cm�2 into a 4.5 lm long and 1.5 lm

wide stripe. Note that after �1.5 ns, the

fastest DW is expelled from the stripe.

As a consequence, the tilt angle at

steady state corresponds to that of the

slowest DW.

FIG. 4. (a) Normal DW velocity vn
DW

as a function of current density for

different tilt angles. The velocities are

calculated for TDL ¼ 18 mT and TFL

¼ 10 mT (full symbols), TFL ¼ 0 mT

(dotted symbols), and TFL ¼ �10 mT

(open symbols) per j¼ 108 A cm�2.

(b) Asymmetry ratio vn
DWðw ¼ �45�Þ=

vn
DWðw ¼ 45�Þ, plotted as a function of

current density for the three values

of TFL shown in (a). Positive values

of TFL, as in Pt/Co/AlOx, reduce the

asymmetry, whereas negative values

increase it.
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In summary, we reported a comparative study of the tilt

and velocity of DWs in perpendicularly magnetized Pt/Co/

AlOx layers. Consistent with qualitative arguments derived

from the LLG equation, our micromagnetic simulations

evidence that DWs with different tilt angles propagate at

distinct speed, depending on the balance between DMI,

damping-like, and field-like torques, which determines the

mx component of the DW magnetization. As a result of the

asymmetric speed of tilted DWs, the fastest DW in racetrack

structures is expelled from the track after a time of the order

of 1.5 ns, which depends on the width of the track and initial

shape of the DW. Thus, quasi-static measurements of the

DW displacements induced by a sequence of current pulses

probe the propagation and tilt of the slowest DW,16,23,25,36

whereas time-resolved microscopy and “oblique” racetrack

measurements probe the fastest DW.9,10 As a side remark,

we note that the fastest propagation direction of the DW cor-

responds to the direction of motion of magnetic skyrmions,

as described by the so-called “skyrmion Hall effect”.37,38

Because a skyrmion is delimited by a DW with a tilt angle

that varies continuously between w ¼ 0� and w ¼ 360�, the

skyrmion Hall effect can be rationalized in terms of the pref-

erential direction for DW propagation and the tendency of

the skyrmions to retain their topologically protected shape.

These findings allow for a better understanding and tuning of

the DW motion and switching speed of magnetic memory

elements of different shapes.
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